Summer Projects

#1 Beyoncé needs to hold off on Lemonade and let so of Jay-Z. He is old news. Release her in November as the introduction to TMA pro media. Produced by Alicia and Beyoncé. Ghost Writers: MJJ, Kins Prince and Daddy P. 30 Songs on one CD and all hits.

#2 Castro's: #5 1776, Message of Hope and The World of Unions

#3 Write Screenplays for THE DRUG DIVIDE and Convest Op's D.O.A. Introduce the main character: J.C. & P.C. (THE MOVIES)

#4 We are going to apply V.V.T. into effect this Summer due to Security Issues

A Create photographic backrounds, using many Ritz Carlton and Merril International Suites as well as scenery from urban areas and military facilities. 50¢

B Convent Op's can go to L.A. Smith, Directed by Daniel Washington. And I named the stars of the Drug Divide and J.C. does not need to be seen. Just apply the plot it is based on to write a script. Create new names and faces.

If necessary you know the director's crews.

6 Put out this two movies ASAP, using V.V.T. Imagery and the voices of yourselves and whoever you hire to be the voices.

7 Therefore on-site Filming is not required and it will look feel like on-site Filming and even the IMZ, ET, Wendy Williams updates will be filmed in V.V.T. But who will know until he disclose that V.V.T. is